A modified form of the pressure equation appropriate to liquid metals is applied to the calculations of the thermal pressure coefficients of liquid transition metals. The density dependence of both the pair potential and the one-component plasma structure factor is taken into account in this analysis. A comparison is made with the hard sphere reference system to understand the role of softness in the panpotential on the thermal pressure coefficients of liquid transition metals.
INTRODUCTION
Theoretical prediction of the thermal pressure coefficient γ ν of liquid metals is difficult since little is known about the density or temperature dependence of the structure factors. To the best of our knowledge, Hasegawa and Watabe (HW) /l/ were the first to work out the γ ν of simple liquid metals from the fundamental point of view of the electron theory of the metals. Using the pseudopotential formalism /2-4/ for the electron-ion interaction these authors calculated γ ν in terms of the so-called pressure equation of state appropriately modified to the case of liquid metals. However, as HW and Ono and Yokoyama 151 pointed out, high accuracy of the approximations is required on the density or temperature dependence of the structure factors to do reliable numerical calculations. In the present paper this problem is investigated for liquid 3d transition metals in more details using the classical onecomponent plasma (OCP) structure factors ao(ka,r).
The OCP system /6-8/ is characterized by an ionsphere radius a = (3/4π«) 1/3 and a plasma parameter Γ = (Z s e) 2 lak^T, where η is the number density of ions, Z s the effective valency and e is the electronic charge. For liquid 3d transition metals, this OCP approach was first investigated by Itami The purpose of the present paper is to determine effective valency, Zs, using the empirical value of Γ = 110, from the GB method with the OCP reference system and then to calculate the thermal pressure coefficient γ ν of the liquid Cr, Μη, Fe, Co and Ni in terms of the values of Γ = 110 and the Zs obtained from the GB method. A full description of the GB method with the OCP reference system is given in Ref. /13/, so we provide here merely an outline for the reader's immediate convenience. The approximation of employing the OCP as the reference leads to the following expression for the Helmholtz free energy (per ion) /16/:
where ao(ka,r) is the OCP structure factor /6-8/ and AS 0 is the excess entropy given as Fjd is the free energy of an ideal gas, «o(«) a structureindependent energy, u(k,n) the Fourier transform of a pairwise interaction u(r,n) and u(0,n) the k=0 limit of u(k,n). In the present work we use the Ashcroft emptycore pseudopotential /17/ and the Geldart-Vosko expression /18/ of the electron gas to describe u(k,n).
The right-hand side of Eq. 1 is minimized with respect to the effective valency Z s for a given Γ. To do so, we now treat Z s as a free parameter decoupled with Γ. This point is different from the method of Ref. /13/. We use the value of Γ = 110 to work out γ ν in order to stand on equal footing with the previous works /10-12/. All the electronic quantities such as the Fermi wavenumber.
kf, the electronic screening function, z(k,n), and the Ashcroft pseudopotential, v(k), are evaluated by using the Z s thus obtained. Since γ ν is highly sensitive to the approximations employed, this work appears to be the most stringent test of the OCP model approach.
FORMALISM
We assumed that the second order perturbation calculation in the pseudopotential is sufficient for calculating the thermal pressure coefficient γ ν of liquid 3d transition metals. Then it has been shown that the pressure equation can be written as /19,20/ 142
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where a(k) is the liquid structure factor. γ ν is defined by Thus, γ ν is expressed as
In Eq. 6, we neglected the effect due to the thermal excitation of the conduction electrons. However, we shall return to this point later when considering the electronic contribution arising from this source. Equation 6 is different from the formula previously used by Hasegawa and Watabe III (see also Ref. 151) because it is now expressed by the density derivative of the structure factor.
In order to estimate the density dependence of the structure factor at constant temperature, we divide the fc-space into the following three regions. where β = l/k B T, u sc (k,n) is the electronic screening part of u(k,n) given by Eq 
{l +ß*a 0 (*a,r)u sc (/fc,«)} 2 For k < kß, Eq. 9 is expanded with respect to k to obtain a(*)'
where r c is the radius of the empty-core pseudopotential and
is the Debye-Hückel inverse screening length and k, is the "inverse screening length" of the OCP given by k&/k? = l -0·398415Γ+0.31122Γ 1/4 -0.1850.
The quantity k e in Eq. 11 is the inverse screening length of the electron gas and is related to the electronic screening function e(k,n) as The input data and effective valencies zs obtained in this work are given in Table 1 . The values of r c are uniquely determined by the density of the system and are exactly the same as those of Ref. 1131.
On the other hand, as was mentioned in section 1, Zs was treated as a variational parameter and determined from the minimum value of the calculated Helmholtz free energy using the plasma parameter Γ = 110 in Eq. 1. It can be seen from Table 1 Table 2 together with those calculated from the hard-sphere (HS) model. For the HS model, the values of the packing fraction are taken from the work of Tamaki and Waseda /24/, with which the liquid structure data are best described by the HS model. From Table 2 we can see that the present method predicts much larger values of γ ν than those from the HS model. Incidentally we would like to point out here that Eq. The detailed contributions from various sources are given in Table 3 . As may be seen from Table 3 1211. These authors applied the Percus-Yevick phonon Table 3 Details of calculated Yvibar-K" 1 ). (I): contribution from the k-region between 0 and k m , (II) contribution from the kregion between km and ko, (III) contribution from the k-region larger than ko. Here km means the wave number where the structure factor described by Eq. 11 merges into that described by Eq. 9. The location of k m is somewhere between ko and ko, but usually closer to ko. For details see Fig. 1(a) method /28/ to the liquid Fe, Co, and Ni using the HS structure factors in the formalism. According to their work about 12.5% of the total calculated γ ν arises from the electronic part. In the present work we followed their empirical method for y v elec and obtained the results shown in Table 4 . The estimated values of y v elec are, on comparing with the values of nkß in Table 3 , slightly less than the ideal gas contributions and seem to be reasonable in the light of the electronic contribution to the total entropy (see Table 3 of Hausleitner and Hafner /29/ and Table 1 of Yokoyama and Naito/ll/).
Thermal expansion coefficients α
Now we proceed to the evaluation of the thermal expansion coefficient a using the relation α = χτγν, where yj denotes the isothermal compressibility. In this work we employed the experimental χτ due to Waseda and Ueno /30/. The calculated results for α are summarized in Table 5 together with the available experimental data. As for the liquid Fe, Co and Ni, our results are in excellent agreement with the measured values due to Drotning /31/ and have certainly improved on the previous calculations based on the 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we investigated the thermal pressure coefficient γ ν of the liquid Cr, Μη, Fe, Co and Ni using the OCP structure factors and the effective pair interactions. The value of the plasma parameter used in the calculations is 110, with which the liquid structures and some thermodynamic properties are well described by the OCP model. The calculated values of γ ν are then used to estimate the thermal expansion coefficient a of these metals with the help of the experimental isothermal compressibility data. The calculated results of a are compatible with the observed data, which indicates the reliability of the calculated values of γ ν of these metals.
However, the present approach, as well as Ref. /13/, do not include the bonding contribution and the repulsive energy from the d-electrons, although the relative number of the s-and d-electrons is taken into account. Since γ ν is very evidently a property of the interatomic forces, a good description of γ ν suggests that the d-bonding does not play an essential role in the pairwise interaction. Therefore, it is concluded from the present work and Ref. /13/ that when the pseudopotential parameters are properly selected, the simple-metal theory coupled with the OCP model is applicable for discussing the thermodynamic properties of liquid 3d transition metals.
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